
Summer Real and Nonsense Words Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each suffix in. Use the key to colour 
in the squares to reveal the hidden picture.

Real and nonsense words with: -ing=blue -ful=yellow

-er=red -ly=black

spiteful biting rising painful obeying sending useful putting batting

glowing useful draining making careful coining chatting tearful shaking

boxing sinking mindful whiter jumping slower tinkling shining spiteful

fearful diving reader joyful dining hoping bigger naxing timing

braving fighter fraxing winning thankful taxing going faster flapping

writer blower jumper blexer whiter reader fighter writer blower

slower rudely safely badly faster easily quickly coldly slower

bigger slowly lovely slower useful blower shyly cleverly bigger

shaping faster jumper diving playing joyful whiter blexer thankful

tearful draining shaking fearful craving coining painful making sinking
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Summer Real and Nonsense Words Mosaic

timed flatten fanned ferried looked shouted pushed smiled chopped

played chosen tried stopped dried longed typed showed baked

stayed weaken patted pressed washed timed played stayed flapped

flapped wooden shouted pushed smiled chopped fanned ferried looked

slimmest darkest weakest softest oldest scariest prettiest fullest shiniest

brightest amusement placement agreement loudest statement treatment jayment cutest

roughest payment shipment craziest tried ugliest enjoyment payment laziest

looked smartest brightest pushed smiled chopped bravest funniest stopped

dried wollen shouted toughen washed timed played stayed flapped

washed dampen liken driven smiled chopped fanned ferried looked

Read the real and nonsense words with each suffix in. Use the key to colour 
in the squares to reveal the hidden picture.

Real and nonsense words with: -ed=light blue -est=grey

-ment=black -en=dark blue
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Summer Real and Nonsense Words Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each suffix in. Use the key to colour 
in the squares to reveal the hidden picture.

Real and nonsense words with: -ness=yellow -s=blue

-es=orange

dishes stops parks mends fizzes thanks barks nights fusses

gelts crashes rooms goals circuses boats melts crosses talks

marks stops matches lameness silliness sadness buzzes parks rooms

days pays illness fatness kindness wetness fitness greats talks

stitches flies shyness boldness rudeness goodness sadness marries dries

nights gives illness fatness kindness wetness fitness moats cars

lives feeds shyness boldness rudeness goodness sadness jolts drinks

draws steps curries lameness silliness sadness dishes fools dogs

chairs cries treats moats fries mends rooms stitches frogs

tries drinks barks melts bunches stops days pays fusses
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